




EVERY DAY AT THE HOUSE OF 
TARG IS AN ADVENTURE - SO 
MUCH TO EXPERIENCE & LEARN.
 
Sending out huge thanks to everyone who 
comes in to play games, eat perogies, set 
up/play shows, hang with pals, work/sweat, 
fi x our plumbing - the list goes on forever. I’d 
like to take a moment to recognize everyone who I 
have ever forgotten to mention or been unaware of - your 
contributions to our dream are well appreciated and I am 
thankful to experience the dedication and support we receive 
from our community on a day to day basis - I sincerely hope 
that you are aware of the positive impact you make on us all 
as regular people and will endeavour to communicate this to 
you whenever possible. 

Sometimes I write down quotes from touring bands that visit 
us - here’s one that resonates strongly with me at the moment 
- “you guys have a lovely family here!” - THE BALLANTYNES 
(Vancouver).

We will always be a small perogi slingin’ arcade that hosts a 
wide variety of shows - we love what we do and are looking 
forward to serving our community in any way we can. Ottawa 
is our home. We believe in a world that revolves around peace, 
kindness, friendship and love. 

We’ve got an amazing month of new shows, classic games 
and lovingly prepared food coming your way in July - lets have 
some fun ... together. 

- YOGI

WORDS FROM THE

WIZARD

DOG are one of those bands who hail 
from Peterborough and are signed to 
the mighty UNCLE D RECORDS who 
operate out of VERTIGO RECORDS in 
our very own city (which is Ottawa for 
anyone who has no idea where they are 
or what year it is. Seriously get your life 
together man).  They are a three piece 
band with vocals (provided by Tracy A) 
drums (Mike Reid) and bass (Mark Rand).  
Now, I know what some of you may be 
thinking, “Only bass? Like dum dum da 
dum? Unacceptable! I need screeching 
guitar leads!” However, the riffs on this 
album are expertly constructed and will 
not only melt your mind and rip out your 
spine and strangle you with it, they will 
destroy you and everything you stand 
for. Am I overstating how good this 
album is? Maybe, but that’s for you to 
decide, cuz in all honesty I don’t know 
what I’m talking about any more than 
you (the reader) do.

The album kicks off with HOT SHARK, 
one of the faster tracks on this album, 
and one that will stick in your head 
long after the initial fi rst listen. While 
there are only 7 tracks on VIGILANTE, 
CROSS DOG have made a point of 

making songs that are memorable, with 
catchy shout-along choruses on songs 
like HIGH GAIN, PROGRESS and 
the title track. While there are several 
faster moments on this album (such 
as the aforementioned HIGH GAIN & 
HOT SHARK), CROSS DOG is making 
progress (no pun intended) and moving 
forward as a band by putting more 
emphasis on the slower, more stoner 
rock infl uenced riffage such as on the 
intro & outro of WIDOW, which wouldn’t 
sound entirely out of place on SLEEP’S 
HOLY MOUNTAIN. The vocals of Tracy 
are great as usual, and backing vocals 
are often provided by Mark Rand, who 
has some great rough, growly shouts 
during this album.

CROSS DOG have produced their 
most focused effort yet, with the song 
writing much more varied and catchier 
than on their self-titled debut (which 
I still recommend checking out, as 
it absolutely rips). For fans of THE 
SHRINE, MOTORHEAD, ANTI-CIMEX 
and Slip it in & My War era BLACK 
FLAG.

FOLKS, EVERY NOW AND THEN YOU 
COME ACROSS A BAND WHICH YOU 
SECRETLY HAVE BEEN PRAYING 
FOR, AND WHEN IT FINALLY COMES 
AROUND YOU MAKE IT A PERSONAL 
MISSION TO SPREAD THE WORD 
OF THEIR ARRIVAL TO EVERYONE 
WHO IS WILLING TO LISTEN TO 
YOUR RANTING. Well, since I get to write 
these reviews every month, I can push my 
taste onto you poor souls. *sigh* Life is good. 
…… Where was I again? Oh, right, CROSS 



DEAR SLO’ TOM:  WHO IS YOUR FAVOURITE SINGING DRUMMER?   
–  DaveD

Hey DaveD: How about I tell you who I hate fi rst? I would pay to have that 
goddam Phil Collins guy killed except that I don’t think I could survive the 
endless memorials and tributes that would inevitably follow. I also don’t 
like that Eagles dude who sang “Hotel California”. And don’t even get me 
started on Peter Criss from KISS. He’s a “singing drummer” who can’t sing 
OR drum!

HI SLO’ TOM: I THINK LITA FORD IS 100 TIMES COOLER THAN 
JOAN JETT.  MY BUDDY THINKS JOAN JETT IS BY FAR THE 
COOLER ONE.  WHAT DO YOU THINK?  SIGNED – Signed, #1Litafan 

Dear #1Litafan: Wow this is a tough one! Let’s use a points system and 
add it up!

Let’s see now… that’s 666 points each!  It’s a tie!!!  
Lita Ford and Joan Jett are equally cool!  Hooray!



IN JUNE THE OTTAWA 
PUNK PINBALL CREW 
MADE THE TREK TO 
MONTREAL ROCK 
CITY TO ROCK 
AND ROLL ALL 
NITE AT THE OFFICIAL 
LAUNCH PARTY OF 
STERN’S NEW KISS 
PINBALL MACHINE. 

While none of us in the crew were 
exactly elite members of the KISS 
Army, after playing it there was 
no hesitation to SHOUT IT OUT 
LOUD that this pinball machine is 
HOTTER THAN HELL! 

The artwork is a real standout on 
this pin being a true homage to 
Bally’s 1978 version of the game. 
Done in the classic hand drawn 
style of pinball’s glory days and 
reminiscent of KISS cover artwork 
(ie. LOVE GUN) band members 
adorn the cabinet and playfi eld 
intermingled with lots of fi re and 
explosions.

Players will recognize the game 
begins like Stern’s other band-
themed pins, Metallica & AC/DC, 
by selecting a song to play to. The 
game is intended to take place at 

a KISS concert so along with 
choosing your track of choice 
(LICK IT UP was a crowd 
favourite) you also get to select 
the city you’re playing in. The 
DEUCE duo of Paul Stanley and 
Gene Simmons have recorded 
custom callouts and stage 
banter that add to the energy, 
excitement, and experience of 
a live KISS show (“How many of 
you people like to take a taste 
of ALCOHOLLLLLL?”). Stern 
has also upgraded their audio 
system for those who LOVE IT 
LOUD.

The playfi eld, which was 
designed by John Borg of Tron, 
Metallica, and The Walking Dead 
pinball fame, has a nice open 
layout with shots that just feel 
good to hit. Perhaps the coolest 
feature on KISS’ playfi eld is a 
giant Gene Simmons head that 
has a spinner disc inside that 
locks balls and then spits them 
out for the ‘Demon multiball’ 
mode.

The artwork, rocking sound 
package, and the superb 
playfi eld layout all come together 
to make KISS one great pinball 
machine chock full of all the 
blood-spitting, fi re-breathing, 
cheesy rock n’ roll goodness you 
can handle.



THE EXCITEMENT OF WIZARDS YOGI, KEVIN, AND 
MARK IS PALPABLE AT TARG THESE DAYS AS WE 
HAVE FINALLY ACQUIRED THE WIZARD FAVORITE 
“JOUST”!

The 1982 game by Williams wasn’t the fi rst video game to offer 2 
player simultaneous play, but it was the game to popularize it.

For those unfamiliar with the game, JOUST is a 
bizarre fantasy game in which 1 or 2 players hop on 
ostriches and fl ap around to knock other knights off 
their respective ostriches with a lance. The highest 
lance at point of collision wins.
Once knocked off of the mount, enemy knights 
become eggs and fall to the ground. You must 
collect the egg before the ostrich can get to it or the 
egg will hatch a stronger knight. If clearing the stage 
is taking too long, a pterodactyl emerges from 
the lava below and comes after you...

They just don’t make’em like that 
anymore.

Expect JOUST in the lineup in early July, and 
we may have a fantasy pinball machine 
coming in this month as well, so come by 
often.

That’s all for this month, we’re 
focusing on this September’s 5th 
anniversary Pinball and Gameroom show. Gettin’er 
done yo!

Next Month: A peek inside the mysterious Ottawa Pinball.
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KIRSTY ELLIOT IS AN UNUSUAL POET FROM LASQUETI 
ISLAND BC WHO WAS SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2012 GERALD 

LAMPERT AWARD FOR CANADIAN POETRY. SHE AGREED 
TO “SLUM IT” AND PROVIDE US WITH A COUPLE OF VIDEO 
GAME LIMERICK GEMS. TRY MAKING YER OWN, IT’S FUN!



FRI JULY 3 – House of TARG and 
Beau’s All Natural present:  HOT 
SNAKE HANDLERS w/sg BEARSHARK 
and THE GREASEMARKS – Ottawa’s 
newest punk country/psychobilly 
sensation hits our stage for their second 
ever performance – led by Ottawa 
musician/veteran LEFTY McRIGHTY 
and supported by some sweet  local 
favorites you won’t want to miss!! 

SAT JULY 4 – House of TARG and ABC 
Brewing present: QUITTY AND THE 
DON’TS w/sg MOTHERS CHILDREN 
and TOWANDA – strap in tight, this time 
machine is about to bring you waaaay 
back, Mod/Beat/Garage/Psych from 
Brooklyn New York joins forces with 
glam/pop guitar and punk the way it 
was always meant to be – a killer mixed 
bill that screams good times!!

THURS JULY 9 – House of TARG and 
PBR present: STEVE JUDD & THE 
UNDERDOGS w/sg TOSCA – Singer/
Songwriter STEVE JUDD  delivers an 
honest blend of melodic guitar fueled,  
hook fi lled songs - TOSCA warm up 
the night with an opening set of punk 
with blues and country overtones and 
feature portal Wizard Tyler playing his 
sexy Firebird bass – stoked!!!

FRI JULY 10 – House of TARG and 
Beau’s All Natural present: PAINKILLER 
– a tribute to JUDAS PRIEST – a band 
that has been exciting fans worldwide 
for over 25 years. We are pumped 
to have PAINKILLER bring the fi st 
pumping tunes and theatrics of one of 
metal’s most important bands to our 
humble stage – awesome!!

SAT JULY 11 – House of TARG and 
ABC Brewing present: THE PUTZ w/sg 

SCHOOL DAMAGE and NECK – this 
stacked bill starts off with some quick 
and dirty RAMONES style punk from 
Ottawa (feat. Burger Wizard Kevin) 
moves to some gritty/melodic punk 
from Toronto and is capped off with 
some pop/punk from Indianapolis IL.  
Gonna be a real ripper!!

WED JULY 15 – House of TARG and 
CCPA present: MONITOR magazine 
launch – the JULY/August edition 
of the MONITOR features a cover 
where the aliens are corporate logos 
and the title is Space Invaders: can 
we survive another wave of investor-
state lawsuits? SPACE INVADERS 
challenges will be issued and defended 
with a two year subscription going to 
the winner - how fi tting!! We happen to 
have 3 playable versions of the game 
in House. STARTS AT 5PM.

THURS JULY 16 – House of TARG, 
Ottawa Ska Syndicate and PBR 
present: VOICE OF THE PEOPLE 
– Ska and Reggae Night!! – Our 
second installment of this monthly 
event features Dj’s LONGSHOT and 
MAGNIFICENT spinnin the best in Ska/
Reggae and bringin in a some sweet 
live band action to match – Skank till 
you drop!!

FRI JULY 17 – THE ARCADE WILL BE 
OPEN TO PUBLIC 5PM - 8PM THEN 
WILL BE CLOSED FOR A PRIVATE 
FUNCTION. It’s not often we would 
close on a FRI night but this is very 
special to us – our pals Steph and 
Curtis are getting married and we are 
honored to be hosting their party/
reception. They play in an awesome 
band called AVERAGE TIMES together, 
Curtis is also the brains and brawn 

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING 
PLACE AT HOUSE OF TARG THIS JULY.

behind the  ADVENTURES OF TARG 
comic strip in our monthly TARG 
zine – super sweethearts - lots of love 
from all wizards and congratulations 
on fi nding each other – we couldn’t 
be more stoked for you!!

SAT JULY 18 – House of TARG and 
ABC Brewing present: CRITICULL 
w/sg CEREAL KILLERS and RUDE 
STATE – One of Ottawa’s best live 
bands, CRITICULL (the TARG Pinup 
this month page 23) are joined by a 
GREEN JELLY tribute act and some 
sleazy hair metal that’ll get you right 
where it counts – get runnin’!!!

WED JULY 22 – House of TARG 
presents: HARD CHARGER w/
sg SWARM OF SPHERES and 
SLUMLORD – Wow. Just gonna put 
it right out there and say that HARD 
CHARGER was one of the best bands 
I had ever seen at the old TARG – 
when they played I could not tear 
myself away – powerful pounding/
driving rhythms that get yer blood 
movin and her heart pumpin – very 
excited to have them return to 
play our new(ish) digs along with 
super sludge CHUD’S SWARM 
OF SPHERES and local rockers 
SLUMLORD – hey Tj – I hear it’s your 
birthday? Look out!!!

THURS JULY 23 – House of TARG 
and PBR present: FYJS Day 1 
-  SPREE KILLERS w/sg GAG 
ORDER, ALCOHOL FUELED and 
CHLOROFORM – First edition of this 
small fest for all the JULY birthday 
babies! No fi ller here – this bill is 
bonkers. Happy birthday!!
          
FRI JULY 24 –House of TARG and 
Beau’s All Natural present; FYJS 
Day 2 – PREVENGE w/sg DIG IT UP, 
JAMES RENTON, DEAD WEIGHTS, 
JON CREEDEN, PANICK ATTACK 
and C-BEAR & FRIENDS OF MINOUX 
– Day 2 of FYJS continues with a 
wicked mix of bands playing together 
– another night of band fun and JULY 
birthday mayhem – Awesome!!!
SAT JULY 25th – House of TARG 

and ABC Brewing present: SONS 
OF STONE w/sg GLORIOUS 
MOONROCKETS and MOTHER 
LEADS – if you like your rock n 
roll with a bit of beard and a lot of 
attitude this is the night for you!! 
Guitar wizardry meets blues laden 
riffs and vintage sound – let the 
good times roll!!

MON JULY 27 – House of TARG 
and Ottawa Explosion present: 
RADIOACTIVITY w/sg CHEAP 
WHINE – fl awless punk with more 
hooks than a bait shop from Denton 
TX plus an Ottawa super group 
warmin up the stage – this show will 
be one for the books!!!

THURS JULY 30 – House of TARG 
and Blackwidow Promotions 
present: PANZERFAUST w/sg 
A DARKER DAY and RISE OF 
DISSENTION – a killer 3 band bill 
brought to us by our good friends at 
Blackwidow – keepin the metal alive 
and heavy in Ottawa!!

FRI JULY 31 – House of TARG 
and Beau’s All Natural present: 
ELECTRIC MAGMA w/sg 
MONOBROW and REX HECK – a 
night of mostly instrumental stoner 
rock bands that’ll leave you bowels 
quaking and your mind reeling – get 
in the groove, time to get heavy!!!

SAT AUG 1 – House of TARG and 
ABC Brewing present: TREVOR 
JAMES AND THE PERFECT 
GENTLEMEN w/sg RISHII VON REX 
– a sweet double bill featuring some 
of the highest caliber of musicians 
from Ottawa past and present!!      

EVERY SUNDAY - Steam Whistle 
Brewing Presents: TOUGHEN 
UP FREEPLAY SUNDAY with 
Ottawa’s best DJ all of the time DJ 
KJMAXX!! Sleazy 70’s rock provides 
the soundtrack to you high score 
pursuits. 5 measly Canadian dollars 
gets you all the Pins & Vids action 
you can handle.



On July 17 these 2 love birds are getting hitched & we couldn’t be 
more delighted. Steph (drums) & Curtis (guitar/vox) form One half of 
the Ottawa garage rock band AVERAGE TIMES. A couple that rocks 
together, stays together! It’s also worth mentioning that Curtis is the 
mastermind behind the “Adventures of TARG” comic strip which he 
has selfl essly contributed to every issues of TARG Zine so far. That 
strip is always side splitting and looks cool. Thanks to both of you 
for the support, tunes and the above Average Times when you are 
around. All the TARG Wizards wish you success in matrimonial bliss.

WEDDING WIZARDS OF THE MONTH
OF THE MONTHSTEPH & CURTIS



I OFTEN STARE BLANKLY INTO THE ABYSS OF 
MY TOY COLLECTION AND THIS IS WHAT I AM 
CERTAIN THEY ARE SAYING.



HOLY DIVER 
This is the premier instrument 
of choice for those hellbent on 
playing cheesy metal ballads 
of the 80’s.

A NOD TO THE ODD
UNUSUAL GUITARS

WHAT? 
Q: “What’s your band called?”
A: N/A
Q “What kind of guitar is that”
A: N/A
Q “What’s your deal?”
A: “I’m Prince”

WORLDS MOST
DANGEROUS
GUITAR  
Learning an instrument 
requires discipline & 
dedication but when the 
option to slack off & play 
DUCK HUNT is so readily 
available, progress is bound 
to suffer.

HAIR GUITAR
ZZ Top showcased matching 

fuzzy bass/guitars in their 
1983 hit video for “LEGS”, 

but let’s face it, we were all 
just trying to fi gure out what 

arcade games that crappy 
diner had. Clearly one was 

Space Invaders but what 
game was the woman in the 
blue pinstripe dress playing? 

FOR PROS ONLY 
Not only is this axe impossible 
to master it also presents 
insurmountable challenges for 
looking cool while playing it. 
Never give up.

“CUT IT OUT”...
Joey from FULL HOUSE. 

nails this one. Stop the 
madness & just play. 

GHOST NOTES 
Dream-maker Ian Schneller 
created this masterpiece out of 
his Chicago shop SPECIMEN 
in 1998. It features twelve 
blinking light bulbs nestled 
beneath translucent white 
acrylic on headstock. OK then.



#TargPerogies4WeirdAl








